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Attention has been given in the previous chapter to the
question of piston and cylinder wall temperatures, and it will
therefore be readily understood that in such a cycle as this
the heating effect of explosions so closely following each other
will be severely felt and high temperatures are likely to be
reached by all parts open to the gases.
In the Oechelhauser engine shown in Fig. 33, there are two
pistons which are so connected to the crank-shaft as to move
alternately towards and away from one another. * Air is
admitted from the pump cylinder through the holes C, in the
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 fig. 33.—Diagram of Oechelhauser Engine. DOR direct Connecting Rod ;
RCR two Return Connecting Rods ; Air enters by Holes at <7; Gas
at D ; Exhaust leaves at B.
walls of the cylinder, and gas through the holes at D as the
piston, A2, uncovers them in turn. The mixture is then
compressed between the two pistons as they come together,
ignited at the dead point, expanded during the expansion
stroke, and then exhausted by the uncovering of the exhaust
port B. The engine is single-acting so that only half the
horse-power is obtainable as compared with a Koerting engine
of the same cylinder dimensions. The piston A2 works
directly on to the crank-shaft as shown, but the piston Ax
has to have a separate cross-head and two long return connect-
ing rods. The balancing is good, as the two heavy pistons
balance one another. The Gobron-BrilMe and an early form
of the Arrol- Johnson motor car engines worked in much the
same way. The engine invented by EL F. Fullagarf and
* See also diagram on p. 171.
t H. F. Fullagar, Proc. I.M.E., 1914.

